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Beside market competition, more and more companies are faced with the challenge of meeting requirements of Iso, PCI Dss, soX, HIPAA, 
Basel II, GPG, FIsMA or other regulations. In particular, regulations related to It security are very strict. However, an obvious solution 
for the deployment of a security management system could be the implementation of the revised Iso/IeC 27001:2013 standard (Iso 
27001). This document details the requirements that management should comply with in order to attain ISO 27001 certification, as well as 
highlighting the business benefits of doing so. This document also describes the new elements and altered approach of the 2013 version of 
the 27001 standard as compared to the previous 2005 version. Conclusions are drawn from recent major data leakage cases and events 
with compromised data in order to determine the steps that must – or should - be taken to prevent the worst scenario from happening. We 
also examine both the good and bad practices that may arise from the implementations and operation of Iso 27001. Additionally, we present 
recommendations for middle and executive management. 

Due to the complexity of enterprise It environments, compliance cannot be ensured by simple tools without specialized expertise. Larger It 
systems can generate millions of system messages a day, so identifying relevant and useful information is increasingly difficult. Therefore, 
there is an urgent need for independent, automated auditing solutions that provide continuous monitoring which are simple to integrate. 
BalaBit’s syslog-ng, Shell Control Box, or the recently announced Blindspotter, are existing solutions that can efficiently reduce the risk of 
data breaches. These solutions support the establishment and verification of internal lines of defense as well as the control points of the ISO 
27001:2013 standard. 

In this case “Mission: Impossible” is not an It term, but the title of a 
popular action film. How does this relate to our topic? Nowadays, 
IT managers find themselves in a situation similar to that of the 
hero in this action movie: the situation is constantly changing 
and he is facing unexpected dangers from all directions: external 
attacks, master spies and internal enemies. the attackers have 
high-tech equipment. there are many of them. they hunt for our 
data. our security devices alert us about attack attempts every 
millisecond. IT managers must always remain alert, ready to fight, 
and anticipate every step of the enemy in order to act immediately. 
But they must also adhere to all rules. oh, those sleepless nights…

the incidents of data theft and It misuse have risen to 
unprecedented levels, and improper data protection can cause 
both serious financial losses and damage to an organization’s 
reputation. Among all threats, internal threats are growing in 
prominence. As more and more confidential data is leaked due 
to the malicious activities of internal employees, there is an 
increasing demand for the monitoring of employees who have 
access to critical information. 

Executive 
Summary

Mission:Impossible



Consequences of Misuse in Numbers
today, not only has data theft from large, publicly listed corporations become common but even major world governments are at risk from 
having national security data disclosed, as edward snowden’s revelation of the nsA’s mass surveillance activities has shown.

Although most cases of data theft are 
reportedly caused by external attacks (i.e. 
by hackers), there are numerous cases 
where inside cooperation is likely. the 
picture is even more complicated if we 
consider that even targeted external attacks 
are carried out most often by obtaining an 
internal administrator’s access privileges. 
therefore, organizations need to focus 
on both potential threats coming from 
the Internet, but also on internal senior 
employees, since many of the large-scale 
misuse are committed by - or with the 
involvement of - trusted, internal It staff. 

the range of compromised data is 
extensive. sometimes theft is limited to 
‘simple’ personal information (e.g. names, 
addresses, or telephone numbers) but 
often more compromising information as 
such bank card data, PIn codes, health-
related data, or highly protected state 
secrets are leaked. there are numerous 
websites that specialize in tracking 
companies affected by compromised data 
and the numbers of leaked data records, 
but only rough estimates exist on the 
actual damage caused by such attacks. 

On the one hand, a leak of confidential 
data causes direct financial losses which 
result from the expense of subsequent 
investigations, the disruption of business 
activity, the cost of any necessary 
compensation payments, and possible 
fines which may have to be paid. On the 
other hand, the indirect damages can be 
significantly worse with news of a data 
compromise resulting in long term effects 
such as reputation loss, share price 
decrease, or even possible bankruptcy. 

Here are some interesting statistics on misuse, facts in percentages:

3,5 M USD Average loss of companies affected by data breaches (Ponemon Institute, 2014 Cost of Data Breach 
study)

145 USD Average loss caused by a single lost data record (Ponemon Institute, 2014)

85% 85% of the internal misuse is committed by persons with privileged authorization. (Data Breach 
Investigations Report 2014, Verizon)

55% 55% of the misuse is now detected by internal tools.

30% 30% of the security incidents are caused by a human error.

42% 42% of the incidents are malicious human interventions, attacks, or internal/external data thefts. 

30.000 the average number of data records affected by a single incident in the United states is the highest 
in the world. 

Below is a short list of the most important known misuse, data loss and data theft cases from the past few years: 

Year Company Data Volume Affected other information

2012-13 nsA, snowden Case Unknown top secret Us intelligence data disclosed to the 
public 

2013 Vodafone – Germany at least 2 million customer data items, 
PIns With the involvement of internal employees

December 2013 target 110 million customer data items estimated damage $148 million.

May 2014 eBay 145 million customer data encrypted passwords and personal data were 
compromised.



Prevention, But How?
Leading research companies Gartner and Forrester both agree that the costs of prevention are much lower than the costs of recovery after 
an attack or data theft. But how can incidents be prevented? the answer is simple: by the constant monitoring of critical user activity. 

In addition to protecting its It systems, a company should comply with various standards and regulations depending on its organization or 
industry. the most important of these regulations are the Payment Card Industry Data security standard (PCI Dss), the sarbanes–oxley 
Act (soX), IsAe 3402 (the former sAs 70), and the Gramm–Leach–Bliley Act (GLBA). some of these standards specify detailed technical 
requirements, e.g. PCI Dss for the security of credit card data and transactions, while others, like the soX, provide detailed compliance 
requirements for publicly listed U.S. companies, yet lack the inclusion of specific requirements for the IT industry. These regulations all 
typically require verifiability, transparency, logging and the control of critical activities to be enforced in order to reduce the risk of security 
incidents.

the requirements present a large-scale challenge for many companies. In the business world, reliability, transparency, and goodwill are 
assets that provide a competitive advantage, which is why most enterprises plan to obtain the various ISO certifications to highlight their 
adherence to prudent, standard-based predictable operations. Companies usually obtain the Iso 9001 quality management (quality 
assurance) certification first, but for industry leading companies, reliable IT operation is a must as well. Continuous operation has to be 
ensured, while protecting business information and customer data. 

THE SOLUTION: The Implementation 
of a Security Management System

the solution can be the implementation of a standards-based and controlled Information security Management system (IsMs) that operates 
efficiently in every detail.  The core of ISMS is the ISO 27001 standard that defines the requirements. The objective of the standard is to 
be applicable to organizations wanting to implement an Information security Management system regardless of their size. Critical to this 
objective is integrating Information security regulations into the organization’s own internal policies and regulations.

not only should the Iso 27001 standard be integrated into company policies, but the implementation process must be documented.  
the purpose of documentation is to clarify the connection between regulations, risk evaluations, and risk treatment procedures.

the implementation of an information security management system based on Iso 27001 requires substantial resources from an organization 
but when implemented properly it brings significant business advantages. The “ISO 27001 Certified” qualification enhances the trust of 
customers and partners, and promotes and increases the safety of electronic data and information exchange. However, a rigorous system for 
enforcing compliance regulations can only be implemented with strong management commitment to support security efforts - both financially 
and morally. Management also needs to make it clear that the security protocol implementation is not an It exclusive responsibility: all 
employees must be involved and vigilant.

What are the benefits of ISO certification?

enhances customer and 
partner trust by providing 

assurance that their 
sensitive data is secured 

adequately;

ensures compliance with 
the law;

Facilitates risk 
management practices 
and secure operations 

across the organization;

Guarantees 
business continuity 
by demonstrating 

preparation against 
potential threats; and,

Creates a broader 
range of opportunities 

by allowing participation 
in markets where 
certification is a 

prerequisite.



the Iso 27001 standard has gone through several changes over the years, its last edition dates from 2005, while its revised version was 
published in 2013.  the earlier requirements were basically preserved, but several new controls were introduced, and some old requirements 
were put into completely different contexts. The modifications of the restructured standard in numbers, as per its Annex A, are as follows:

Iso 27001:2005 Iso 27001:2013 Change

Security areas 11 14 +3
Number of controls 133 114 -19

Table 1: Changes in numbers compared to the previous standard

this table itself may be misleading because it shows few changes noted. However, numerous points of the standard were restructured, 
certain controls appear under different security areas, and others are merged or rephrased. 

Consistency with Other ISO Standards

The most significant formal modification of the revised ISO 27001 security management standard is to ensure structural compatibility with 
other management systems under Iso/IeC directives, such as so 9001, Iso 14001, oHsAs 18001, as well as other components of this 
standards category. To meet this goal, the subsection titles, the bodies of certain sections, and also the terms and basic definitions were 
made consistent with those in other standards. Compared to the earlier editions, the technical terms and their definitions were removed from 
this standard and will only be included in the Iso/IeC 27000 standard.

What’s New in the  
ISO 27001:2013
Standard



Instead of PDCA: 
Continuous Improvement

At first sight, it might be surprising that the PDCA method – 
previously viewed as the basis for the standard - was removed 
from the revised version. the acronym PDCA stands for “Plan, 
Do, Check and Act”, and it means that it is not enough to 
create a security management process, but the process should 
regularly be checked, the results should be evaluated, and further 
improvement steps should be taken as a follow up. 

that the PDCA requirement was removed from the standard 
does not mean that improvement is no longer needed: this 
requirement was formulated in chapter 10 of the new standard 
as the requirement of continuous improvement to the security 
management system. Continuous improvement and tracking can 
be implemented with methods other than the PDCA method so that 
the revised requirement grants more freedom to the users of the 
standard. the introductory chapter of the standard emphasizes 
that the order in which the requirements are listed does not convey 
any kind of priority in terms of importance or urgency with regard 
to the implementation of the standard. 

The Organization 
and Its Context

the new version of the standard stipulates that the organization 
shall be analyzed in its context, and both internal and external 
factors assessed to anticipate the possible impacts the electronic 
information systems may be exposed to. the extended range of 
terms relates not only to preventive measures against threats, but 
also to ensuring proper business conditions or to governmental 
objectives, if such factors have an influence on the security 
management system. 

Key Issue: The Commitment of the 
Executive Management

the term “management” used in the earlier standard was 
replaced, and now the support and commitment on the side of 
the executive management is expected in the course of creating 
information security. This requirement assigns the task of defining 
the rights and responsibilities related to information security to 
the executive management. ensuring that the new information 
security management system is implemented in compliance with 
the new 27001 standard is also the responsibility of the executive 
management, and reports on the operational efficiency of the 
system are also submitted to the executive management. 

Who Bears the Risk?
 

The definition of risk management has also changed in the new 
standard compared to the previous version. In the former version 
of the risk management procedure, the assets should be identified 
first, then the threats, the points of vulnerability, and the impacts 
that may affect those assets should be determined, finally the 
measures for managing the risks should be selected from the 
ones specified in the standard. The revised standard puts a lot 
more emphasis on risk assessment and provides a more modern 
and flexible approach. Under the new standard, an owner or host 
shall be assigned to the risks rather than to the assets. It is the role 
and responsibility of the risk owner to accept the risk management 
plan and the residual risks. 

the new standard also provides more freedom in selecting the 
risk assessment methodology. now any procedure in line with the 
standard’s principle is allowed. Mitigating, accepting, avoiding, or 
sharing the risk is also an option in the course of risk management.  
the controls to be applied to risk management should not 
necessarily be selected from the regulations of the standard; they 
are determined rather by the risk management process. 

Measuring Effectiveness:
Logging, Monitoring and Auditing

Significant changes were introduced in this respect, the 
descriptions of the previous requirements were consolidated. As 
per the requirements of A.12.4, audit logging and system usage 
monitoring were replaced by the more generic and comprehensive 
event logging. on this point, the requirement for the protection 
and regular supervision of the administrator and operator logs 
received a much stronger emphasis.

The technical implementation of these requirements is difficult, 
especially with respect to system administrators, since they have 
access rights to the log data itself. 

As per the requirement of A.15.2.1, the activities of service 
providers shall be monitored, controlled and audited regularly. If 
providers have access to critical systems, then this requirement 
is even more important due to the regulations for the activities of 
system administrators. 



General Tasks
Requirements for Implementing the Standards
When implementing the information security management system, all regulations related to documentation and regulatory rules shall be 
observed and the specified control system shall be established. Support by executive management is not only a requirement in the standard; 
successful implementation, indeed, cannot be achieved without the executive management’s commitment and support. Besides the general 
security policy regulations, specific requirements and definitions shall be created in relation to IT operations and controls, and the companies 
shall also establish a process to keep the policies up-to-date and to ensure that every employee in question learns and accepts the 
requirements concerning them.

During the creation or modification of an organization, every employee shall only be granted the minimal set of privileges essential for their 
work. Also, when creating information security processes, the executive and control roles shall be segregated (segregation of Duties). 
Determining which data to protect and classifying it based on risk level is the responsibility of business stakeholders. 

When creating an Iso 27001-based information security management system, the risk-based approach mentioned above shall be applied. 
the risk assessment methodology that you choose should be consistent with the objectives and requirements of the organization, and should 
ensure that comparable and reproducible results are generated in consecutive risk evaluations. The risk to the confidentiality, integrity and 
availability (the so called CIA principles) of the company’s data assets shall be identified. The supervisory duties of the management shall 
be supported by a well-established internal audit system. the key element of a properly operating security management system is the 
establishment of corrective and preventive controls.

A.5 Information security policies

A.6 How Information security is organised

A.7 Human Resources security - controls that are applied before, during & after employment

A.8 Asset Management

A.9 Access controls & managing user access

A.10 Cryptographic technology

A.11 Physical security of the organization’s sites & equipment

A.12 operational security

A.13 secure communications & data transfer

A.14 secure acquisition, development & support of information systems

A.15 security for suppliers & third parties

A.16 Incident Management

A.17 Business continuity / disaster recovery (affects Information security)

A.18 Compliance - with international requirements; policies & external requirements; laws

Table 2: Structure of Annex A of the ISO 27001:2013 standard, “Reference Control Objectives and Controls”

the controls to be established during the system implementation specify how to create the information security management system, how 
to classify information, how to manage internal members and external partners, and how to secure and physically protect assets. these 
parts of the security management system are easy to implement, since they are tangible and visible: policies should be created, and the 
organization should follow them in its operations; the physical security architecture should be created in compliance with the requirements, 
and an anti-virus, anti-intrusion system should be installed. 

The Implementation of the ISO/IEC 27001 Standard



HoW CaN 
BalaBIt 
HElP? 

there are proven solutions for most requirements, e.g. physical security can be created and backup systems can be set up. However, there 
are certain requirements that have no established solution yet because they require considerable human involvement, or cannot be managed 
at all. the biggest risk during the implementation of the standard lies in the human factor, that is to say, supervision of the work of privileged 
users and system administrators. 

How can we control the activities of users with universal permissions? 

How can we monitor the administrative activities of outsourced systems?

How can we control those file operations executed via strong encryption protocols (SSH, VPN, SSL/TLS etc.)?

How can we obtain evidence for an audit, and how can we detect and prevent irregular activities?

How can we prove potential frauds, or misuse, how can we collect and securely store authentic evidence?

How can we discover the reason for an incident afterwards as quickly as possible, and how can we restore normal 
operation?

Certain logging, monitoring and auditing requirements of the ISO 27001 standard can only be fulfilled with specialized IT devices, and this is 
where the security solutions provided by BalaBit can help. 



Reliable Event Logging

syslog-ng
BalaBit’s syslog-ng logging system enables you to continuously 
collect authentic data about the critical processes of your 
system, satisfying the requirement for having a “monitoring 
process and device”. the syslog-ng logging solution enables 
businesses to build a powerful, reliable and centralized logging 
infrastructure for collecting, sorting, auditing and safely storing 
log messages from over 50 server platforms.

Main features:
 ■ Highly scalable, centralized logging architecture

 ■ Reliable collection and transfer

 ■ secure transfer and storage 

 ■ Flexible log filtering, classification and normalization 

A requirement in the ISO 27000 standard, namely control objective A.12, which is difficult to fulfill, aims to regulate operations management. 
Requirement A.12.4.1 further specifies event logging which covers user activities, service interruptions, error detection, information security 
incident recording, as well as storing and regularly data review. 

section A.12.4.3 of the standard also causes a lot of headaches for It managers: it requires the logging of system administrator and operator 
activities, as well as the protection of the recorded information to prevent logged data from modification and deletion. The activities of the 
system administrators are recorded in the system logs, but the administrators have access to these files which makes them vulnerable to 
modification or deletion. This problem can be solved by collecting and storing log files using strong encryption with a specialized tool like 
the syslog-ng logging system. syslog-ng supports a wide variety of platforms and operating systems, and it also has the ability to reliably 
transfer and store encrypted log messages. In order to meet compliance rules, the system stores log messages in signed, encrypted and 
time stamped files.

Log storage
signed, encrypted,

timestamped log files

Reporting
reports and statistics
about the log traffic

Log monitoring
real-time alerting and
content-based filtering

Log collection

syslog-ng Store Box

Log collection
on the clients using
syslog-ng Premium Edition

Log archiving
moving older log messages

to external storage

Log analysis
forwarding messages to
external log analyzing engines

Figure 1: Architecture of syslog-ng Store Box



Monitoring of Administrator Activities

Shell Control Box
In almost every forum today, users are mentioned as the biggest security risk, and 
amongst users, Privileged Users are seen as particularly difficult to monitor and 
control. BalaBit’s Shell Control Box product offers a reassuring solution to this 
problem as it records the activities of the privileged users as well as the traffic of 
encrypted channels. You don’t need to identify the cause of an incident after the 
fact because the automated controls run prior to the activity. At the moment when 
a command is issued the automated control (based on a predefined criteria for 
suspicious activities) either triggers an alarm, or interrupts the activity. the device 
can inspect encrypted remote access protocols, so any activity and data transfer of 
the system administrator is controllable, traceable and auditable. 

Main features:
 ■ ensures a transparent, but controlled 

communication between system 
administrators and managed devices, 
even via encrypted connections (ssH, 
HttP, telnet, RDP, VnC, Citrix ICA, 
etc.),

 ■ permits highly customizable access 
management and access auditing,

 ■ records and allows playback of all 
activities,

 ■ assists troubleshooting and evidence 
collecting (forensics),

 ■ provides real-time traffic control, 
alarming, and blocking of forbidden 
activities,

 ■ supports VMware and Microsoft Hyper-V 
virtualization environments,

 ■ integrates easily with other security 
tools.

Section A.12.4.3 of the standard specifies the logging of system administrators and operators’ activities, while Section A.15.2.1 says that the 
activities of service providers shall be monitored and reviewed, and such providers shall be audited regularly. Previously when outsourced, 
remotely operated system management was used, it was very difficult – if not impossible - to perform regular auditing; in most cases the 
control meant only one audit annually. However even then, auditors were unable to control actual activity and, at best, could only make sure 
that some kind of activity took place regularly. In the best case, local administrator and operator activity is logged but monitoring after the 
fact is not of much help if a mistake or deliberate breach occurs. therefore, real-time monitoring and auditing of such activities is required. 

this task cannot be performed using standard system tools; there is a need for an auditing and monitoring device that is capable of 
performing this task. this is where the BalaBit shell Control Box can help as it audits, controls, and grants access to remote management 
access, even on a case-by-case basis. 

shell Control Box is capable of keeping track of the activities of privileged users, preventing access of malicious intent, and making audit 
reports of all these actions.

Outsourcing
partners

Managers

Terminal
Services Users

IT Staff

Data Center

Privileged Activity
Monitoring

by Shell Control Box

Citrix 
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C

H
TT

P, 
Te
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et

SS
H

Cyber Attacker

Figure 2: Network Architecture of Shell Control Box



Analysis of User Behavior

Blindspotter
Blindspotter is a user behavior analysis solution that explores and profiles IT user behavior to reveal human risk factors. BlindSpotter 
integrates information obtained from log files and event reports with a variety of other contextual information. It then processes the 
information using unique algorithms, and offers a wide range of intervention options ranging from warnings to the automatic interruption of 
the connection.  Blindspotter is perfectly suited for stopping APt attacks, or identifying internal attackers.

the product collects data directly from applications as well from existing log sources, and creates a digital footprint of a user that is unique 
to them. to achieve this, Blindspotter uses data such as the date and location of log-ins, the systems used and the commands run by the 
user. The software then creates the fingerprint of the given user, and if it detects any deviation from usual activity, it can notify an authorized 
party. The method is similar to those used by financial institutions to identify fraud. If you use your bank card purchase in Budapest in the 
morning, in New York at noon, and in Bangkok in the afternoon, then you can expect a phone call from your bank to confirm whether these 
transactions were legitimate. this method helps identify whether your bank card has been stolen and needs to be blocked.

Blindspotter works similarly. If a high-risk user (e.g. a senior manager or a system administrator) logs in at an unusual time or from an 
unusual place, or attempts to gain access to a system that is atypical for them (e.g. a system administrator tries to upload sales data), then 
the software can send a notification to the user to verify their identity.  If the user is unaware of the activity, then it can be assumed their 
account may have been compromised, e.g. through an APt attack. At the same time, the security team is alerted to take any necessary 
steps.

BalaBit’s approach to security focuses on monitoring rather than restricting users’ activities down to the keystroke.  Focusing on exceptional, 
risky events in user behavior can detect and prevent security incidents while allowing a company to apply more user-friendly security policies. 
Blindspotter is designed to help IT security teams improve the security of corporate systems without compromising business efficiency by 
continuously monitoring user activity, in real time. 

Main features: 
 ■ Detects anomalies easily, identifies 

APt attacks;

 ■ Reduces the work load of It security 
teams; 

 ■  Reduces “log noise”;  

 ■  Eliminates the deficiencies of SIEM 
systems

 ■  Decreases the complexity of control-
based security systems.

In addition to these benefits, the implementation of both Shell Control Box and Blindspotter ensures an exceptionally high level of compliance 
with the monitoring requirements of the Iso 27001:2013 standard. 

Figure 3: Architecture of Blindspotter
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once the organization successfully creates and properly operates its compliant 
system of rules and controls, the Iso 27001 based information security management 
system has to be checked on a regular basis. the internal audits take place on a regular, 
scheduled basis in order to determine whether the measures and processes followed by 
the organization comply with the requirements of the standards, the related regulations 
and the internal controls. In order to obtain the “ISO 27001 Certified” qualification, a certifying 
audit should be performed by an authorized certification body, and this audit should be repeated 
annually.  Implementing and auditing Iso 27001 with its maze of 114 requirements often leads 
to a variety of problems. Following established methods can help you avoid common pitfalls. some 
points, for example defining the requirements and the processes, or creating the physical security, are 
easy to understand.  the real challenges are posed by system control, logging, access and activity control, 
management of third-party services, and authentic collecting of audit evidence. 

We found during numerous audits that the IT staff of an organization thought that they had successfully satisfied 
all the control requirements by deploying a certain application, even though they had no idea about its full functionality. A control system 
complies with the standards and requirements only if it is set up in accordance with the requirements. For example, it is not enough to take 
a look at the standard lists produced by logging systems once a week; irregularities should be analyzed daily, and appropriate alarms should 
be defined for the early detection of problems, whether operational faults or security breaches. 

It is also a common misconception that security experts can sit back and rest after a security system or application has been deployed in the 
organization. A high level of security can only be maintained by the continuous control and maintenance of methods and processes.

After implementing ISO 27001 system or monitoring tools, financial managers sometimes contact the head of IT to ask about savings. In such 
cases, the project and its expected results were probably not communicated well at the beginning of the project start-up. 

afTEr IMPlEMENTINg THE SySTEM



Here are the 10 worst practices,  
for deterring purposes
01 We trust our administrators, they are honest people! 

While this may be true, control cannot be neglected. Moreover, monitoring external partners with remote access is required by Iso 
standards.

02 We cannot do anything to prevent data leakage. System administrators have access to everything no  
      matter what we do.

this was probably true previously, but with the proper tool all relevant information about system administrator activity can be 
recorded. Additional controls can even be introduced by the segregation of duties.

03 There is no need for implementation support for log analysis tools because it has an easy-to-use interface. 
We do not recommend this, because fine-tuning monitoring and auditing systems requires technical expertise and experience.

04 The supplier of my security systems tells me what kind of information is needed, and he knows more  
      about these things. 

this is untrue. the contribution of internal experts and the involvement of the legal department are essential.

05 There are only a few of us and everybody has permission for anything, just in case. 
this is very dangerous. Control functions are necessary even if no breaches are expected, because the systems must be protected 
against mistakes and human errors as well. 

06 We use the same passwords, since we all do the same thing. 
When shared administrative passwords or collective user IDs are used, the offenders of incidents cannot be individually identified.

07 We do not apply complicated regulations; they cannot be followed anyway. 
Indeed it is possible that regulations are not always clear and transparent to everyone. We have to separate high-level regulations, 
those that define principles, from detailed rules that should be set separately for specific areas. 

08 Only IT staff was allocated to the ISO 27001 project, since they are the only ones who understand it. 
It should be emphasized that It security is not only an It project; it does not work without the involvement of the business 
stakeholders the active commitment of executive management, and general awareness by staff.

09 We have obtained the ISO 27001 certificate, and now we have nothing to do with information security 
      for a year. 

this is untrue. Maintaining a state of compliance and protection requires continuous efforts and vigilance.

10 Our support agreements set out all legal requirements, and no further controls are needed in the course  
      of external system support – the full responsibility shall be borne by the company providing support. 

this attitude is unhealthy, because control is always necessary; and while tasks can be outsourced, responsibility remains with 
the client.

THE 10 BEST 
aNd WOrST PraCTICES 
Below we point out some bad and good practices collected from the implementation experience of security management and control systems



The 10 Best Practices
01 Identifying and assessing security risks. 

organization-level risk assessment and sound risk management, as well as accepting and understanding residual risks are all 
prerequisites of managing security tasks properly. 

02 Integrating security solutions into project management
During the implementation phase of projects, security has to be considered a priority from the start

03 Application security should be implemented in the development phase, and not by eliminating 
      vulnerabilities revealed afterwards

Instead of the usual post incident vulnerability tests, secure coding techniques should be followed in the course of application 
development and coding.

04 Monitoring the activities of system administrators and external contributors. 
the activities of privileged users should be monitored using tools that can prevent misuse, and enable the subsequent reconstruction 
of all activities.

05 Determining the scope of the Information Security Management System (ISMS) – exact identification of  
      the personnel and facilities involved. 

In line with the new standard, internal security conditions and the influence of external parties (partners, business contacts, 
governmental regulations, etc.) should be determined.

06 Creating and regularly testing business continuity and recovery plans
Sufficient backup tools and solutions should be provided to ensure business continuity.

07 Implementing a central monitoring (log management) system. 
the range of logged events should support the security objectives of the company, and the management of log data should ensure 
that events can be reconstructed later.

08 Regular auditing and automatic log analysis; alarms for critical events. 
the automatic analysis of log data ensures the early discovery of problems and the prevention of further damages.

09 Defining functional roles and determining incompatibilities  
(segregation of Duties, soD). Concentrating too many privileges in one hand may increase the risk of misuse or serious mistakes. 
Control functions should be established.

10 Analyzing the risks of data leakage (data loss, data theft).
defining rigorous control of system administration activities.



the implementation of an Iso 27001-based information security management system requires substantial resources from the organization 
during the implementation phase, but if performed properly, it can bring significant business advantages. The “ISO 27001 Certified” 
qualification in itself enhances the trust of customers and partners; it promotes and secures the exchange of electronic data and information. 

It also provides several other advantages for the organization, including the assessment and evaluation of the complete It infrastructure, 
including IT tools, devices, cabling, data transfer, alarms, fire protection, air-conditioners, and so on. 

As a summary, managers who plan to implement the Iso 27001 standard and support it with BalaBit’s technology will enjoy the following 
business benefits: 

Risks are evaluated and minimized (e.g. access-control, segregation of roles).

existing processes and controls are reviewed and improved; missing ones are created. 

elements of It costs are reduced, for example, with the implementation of an automated logging system (syslog-ng), 
reviewing log files becomes faster and less time consuming. The supervisory functions can be automated (Shell Control 
Box, four-eye principle).

The risk of data loss, or data theft is definitely reduced, as the implemented control devices will act both as technical and 
psychological control against malicious access.

the cost and time needed for the audit process will decrease as all the relevant information recorded by the systems can 
be easily retrieved from a logging system. In addition, the sCB appliance provides ready to use audit information, because 
it performs the overall documentation of the system and database administrator activity.

Detecting the causes of incidents becomes faster, unplanned service interruption periods will be shorter. With sCB and/
or Blindspotter, monitoring the service levels of suppliers becomes easier, and in case of an incident more information is 
available. 

Blindspotter allows for business-friendly compliance, since the continuous monitoring of user activities enables a reduction 
of controls that hinder business productivity. 

Summary



Appendix
Some ISO 27002 Requirements and the Compliance Provided by BalaBit’s Technologies

requirement Compliance Method

A.9.1.2
Accessing to 
networks and 
network services

User access is limited to only those networks and network services for which they have been granted privilege. 
sCB helps in setting and observing these rules, and documents remote access and events as well. With Blindspo 
tter, access and events compliant with the rules proceed normally, but any actions which diverge from usual activities 
are immediately detected 

A.9.2.3
Privilege 
management

the number of privileged users should be restricted to a minimum and their activities supervised. the latter is hardly 
possible without an electronic support tool, such as sCB or Blindspotter. 

A.9.4.1
Restricting access 
to information

In most cases, It systems are only capable of high-level management of access rules, and cannot track what is 
happening with data. SCB and BlindSpotter are perfect for fine-tuning access control as well as for monitoring and 
auditing systems usage.

A.9.4.4
Using privileged 
utility programs

the use of utility programs that enable the circumvention of system and application controls should be restricted and 
monitored. sCB offers a solution for controlling the use of such programs as well.

A.12.4.1 event loggings
The logging of events in the classical sense (syslog, Event Log) is essential, but no longer sufficient. BalaBit's 
solutions enable the monitoring of user activity, recording of service interruptions, and the detection of errors and 
information security events. , 

A.12.4.2
Protecting log 
data

setting up a secure logging architecture based on syslog-ng will ensure – starting from the moment of log entry 
creation - the protection of log data against unauthorized access and falsification. Additionally, SCB makes secure 
logging of remote access more detailed, searchable and replayable.

A.12.4.3
Administrator and 
operator logs

All activities of system administrators and operators can be logged. the information provided by sCB is more detailed 
than simple log messages, and ensures the protection of log data against privileged administrators and operators. 
Activity can be checked at any time either during or after incidents. not only reactive, but also preventative measures 
can be taken.

A. 13.1.1 network controls

network controls shall be implemented to protect information stored in various systems and applications. sCB helps 
in setting and observing these rules, and documents remote access and events. With Blindspotter, access and 
events compliant with the rules proceed normally, but any actions which diverge from usual activities are immediately 
detected.

A.15.2.1
Monitoring 
and reviewing 
suppliers services

external service provision, like controlling internal administrators, will be accurately documented. Without sCB, only 
subsequent and partial control could be used for the support activities of suppliers, but this way such activities can be 
controlled and kept within the desired limits (e.g. access can be granted when requested or for a given time window, 
and it can be monitored in real time, if needed).

A.16.1.7
Collecting 
evidence

In the event of information security incidents, syslog-ng and sCB collect and store protected, unalterable records that 
comply in all respects with legal requirements for authentic evidence.  

A.18.1.3
Protecting 
organizational 
records

the organizational records subject to mandatory retention can include the documents of activities related to It 
operation, certain access and data transfers. the authentic recording of such data is easy and simple with the support 
of sCB.
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syslog-ng homepage: http://www.balabit.com/network-security/syslog-ng
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